
STYLING GUIDE



Have you ever booked a holiday and
been bombarded with endless add-ons?
It's a frustrating experience, to say the
least. Unfortunately, the wedding
industry can be the same way – but not
anymore. Our styling service is leading
the charge in simplifying the process.

Our core styling range is designed to
give you everything you need to make
your special day perfect. We don't
individually price each item to make it
seem like we're offering a cheap service.
Instead, we celebrate the value that our
talented team and vast styling collection
bring to your event. From table runners
to LED candles to napkins, we include
all the essentials for your celebration.

Of course, we offer options to upgrade
certain elements, but it's not necessary
unless you're looking for something very
specific. For example, if you'd like real
candles, luxury linen or bespoke
glassware, we've got you covered with
upgrade options.

Otherwise, everything you need is
included in our core styling package.

INCLUSIVE 
STYLING

Our styling services are anchored by our
team of seasoned wedding professionals. 

They specialise in customising a bespoke
design based on your unique Wedding
Design Brief, so you know exactly what to
anticipate. 

Additionally, they'll handle all the setup
and takedown logistics and ensure a
seamless transition from day to night,
making certain everything runs smoothly.



Discover a core collection that speaks to you.1.

Pick a shade of runner that matches your

unique style.

2.

Browse our LED candle range, or upgrade to  

real candles if you wish

3.

Incorporate your personal items into the mix.4.
Choose an evening style that works with your
entertainment.

5.

Receive a custom Wedding Style Brief from

our team.

6.

Sit back and relax, knowing that this is one less

thing to worry about.

7.

HOW OUR CAPSULE STYLE
WORKS

Why Capsule
Styling ?

The amount of waste generated
by weddings over the years is
staggering. We decided to
tackle this issue head-on by
creating our own styling store
that allows items to be reused
again and again.

When something goes out of
style we replace that item
rather than a whole collection.

Our core collections are
designed to provide couples
with a solid foundation to work
with. All you need to do is
select a base style you love, then
work with one of our
experienced stylists to
personalise it. 

Whether it's adding disco balls
to our Silver Linings collection
or incorporating pebble candles
to embrace our coastal
location, the possibilities are
endless. Let's create a wedding
that's both stylish and
sustainable!



You've opted for a cowshed
wedding, you're clearly not

afraid to do things
differently. So why settle for

bland, uniform tables that
lack personality? 

Our styling collections are
designed to provide an  mix

of items that will add a touch
of intrigue to your wedding

photos. 

We carefully curate each
collection to ensure that the

pieces complement each
other perfectly. And, if

anything gets damaged, we'll
replace it with something

similar but not necessarily
identical to keep things fresh

and exciting.

BE INSPIRED
OUR COLLECTION IS

CONSTANTLY EVOLVING,
WHICH MEANS WE'RE

ALWAYS ON-TREND AND
NEVER DULL.



STAYING INSPIRED

Wondering where our inspiration comes
from and why our styling is unique? It all

starts at home. 

We carefully monitor home styling trends
and incorporate them into our wedding

designs. We also take into account the
seasons, offering simpler springtime pieces,

lighter summer items, and moodier styles
that are perfect for autumn and winter. 

Our collection features a curated color
scheme of table runners, LED candles, and

placemats that complement our coastal and
country location and work well with your

own personal touches.



Select a core style for your guest tables, and add a personal touch with your choice
of runners, candles, and napkins. For your top table, we'll add a touch of flair to

help you capture unforgettable photos.

Also, remember that you can use our Stylists Choice bespoke collections. Created
by our team for intimate weddings, but these concepts can be adapted to larger

wedding tables as well, creating unique and cohesive designs.

CORE STYLES
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Looking to lighten up your table for the spring
and summer season? We've got you covered. 

Combine our large and small glass bottles with
pressed glass votives for a breezy touch. 

And as the night draws in, add warmth to your
table with our white and metal or wooden heart
votives.

To add a luxurious touch to your top table, take
your pick from our collection of glass and crystal
cut candlesticks for a magical experience.

The Fresh & Whimsical One
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

This style works well if you are going for a
looser wildflower look
Add some colour pops with favours and place
names in your wedding colours
Switch in some of our brick moulds shown
above to alternate your table styles



The perfect rustic-industrial blend for your
wedding.

If you're looking for a warm, rustic feel in an
edgy setting, combining wood and metal is the
way to go – just like our barn! 

Rustic decor has evolved beyond mason jars
filled with gyposphelia and our collection is
constantly growing, ensuring timeless appeal. 

Opt for milk churns, buckets, or wooden brick
moulds to make stunning centerpieces. Mix and
match different tables to create a beautiful,
cohesive look perfect for photo-ops.

The Farmer’s Favourite
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Let our styling team work with your florist to
mix up your centrepieces to create different
heights and interest to your tables
Add some eucalyptus to your napkins for a
fresh detail that won’t go unnoticed by your
photographer
Skip the table runners and make the most of
our rustic coloured tables which will make the
other elements pop
Consider hiring upgraded glassware for your
top table such as these ‘Rocco’ glasses.



For an effortlessly glamourous coastal look we
take inspiration from glass, pebble and rocky
elements on the Northumbrian Coast.

If you love beachy vibes without the traditional
blues then this is the look for you.

With a cool neutral pallette it will fit in
seamlessly with your colour scheme and is easy to
combine your own elements alongside.

Our grey LED candles blend in well and for that
special top table touch we have some beautiful
silver ombre LED candles.  .

Understated Coastal
Glamour
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Pair with grey cheesecloth runners swirled
across the table 
Choose simple green, silver and white foliage
for a simple but beautiful look
Silver chargers create a more elegant feel for the
top table while rattan mats bring a beachy
touch to guest tables



If you're looking for a vintage touch for your
wedding without overwhelming the space, this
collection might be just right for you. 

The tables can be adorned with differently sized
glass vases, interspersed with votives and smaller
posy jars. 

To add a vintage feel and interest, some of the
vases come with a metallic frilled edge and for a
touch of sparkle, you can include mercury-
colored tealight holders. 

If you're looking for more elegance for an
Instagrammable top table, frame your table with
our glass candlesticks.

Adding a Vintage Flair to
Your Wedding with

Minimal Clutter.
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

This style works best on long tables due to its
flowing nature.
Incorporate vintage brickmoulds from our
Rustic Barn collection for a unique touch.
To add more height and interest to longer
tables and square layouts, consider adding
bottles and votives from our Spring Pressed
Glass Collection.



For couples who prefer a simple yet stunning
look for their wedding tables, our collection of
reclaimed bottles, jars, and vases is perfect. 

We are committed to reducing waste in the
wedding industry. Therefore, we collect these
beautiful pieces to give them a new life.

Our team carefully selects and arranges the
pieces to ensure that they complement each
other for maximum impact. 

With a range of different-sized vessels available,
we work closely with your florist to ensure that
the appropriate number of flowers are ordered,
reducing waste and saving money.

An Elegant and Sustainable
Way to Style Your Wedding

Tables
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Incorporate small brass lanterns from our Brass
& Glass Collection
For your top table, pair brass or glass
candlestick holders with our LED tapers
This style complements a more relaxed,
wildflower-inspired floral arrangement
To enhance the textural appeal, try adding
cream cheesecloth runners and rattan
placemats



Achieve a stunning look at your wedding with
the simple elegance of tall, clear vases filled with
flowers, candles or a mix of both. 

Our gold and ombre LED Trueglow candles are
a perfect match for these towering vases. 

This style works particularly well if you're not
using many flowers, and instead, choose foliage
to decorate tables, with candles taking the place
of blooms.

 Clear Tall Vases Filled with
Candles and Flowers
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Add texture and warmth to your collection
with rattan table mats.
Mix and match pieces from the Recycled Glass
and Rustic Barn collections for a unique and
cohesive look.
Allow our stylists to design your tables and
collaborate with your florist to ensure the
perfect number of flowers without any waste.



The early spring and autumnal months call for a
unique and cozy aesthetic for your special day.

Create a Scandi-inspired space by draping our
faux sheepskins over benches and placing
lanterns throughout the barn. 

For added comfort, provide blankets for your
older guests or around the fire pits.

The darker nights call for more twinkling lights
to create a warm and inviting atmosphere. 

End the night on a high note by raising a glass
and saying "Skol!"

A Nordic Wonderland
Wedding
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Bring hot water bottles for your older guests
and small children
Create a cozy atmosphere around the fire pits
by using our faux fur rugs
Design your centerpieces by mixing in floral
and candle pieces from our range for a cohesive
look.



Step into our barn and be swept away to a
paradise that combines Druridge Bay with the
Aegean, no matter what the weather outside is
like. 

Our Coastal Blue collection will transport you to
a destination wedding with warm sand between
your toes and a sea breeze in the air. 

The perfect backdrop to a summer wedding
when you’ve exchanged your vows at the beach
and are ready to party.

Destination Wedding Vibes
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Incorporate blue and white flowers for a touch
of Santorini
Add sand-colored runners to enhance the
coastal feel of your tables
Create a welcoming atmosphere with a cool
cocktail table adorned with similar decorations



Transform the atmosphere of your wedding with
our stunning gold LED candles, displayed in tall
hurricane lanterns alongside rose gold
candlesticks and gold finished lanterns. 

The addition of clear and blush coloured vases
for flowers will enhance the overall design. 

Our versatile rattan mats are the perfect choice
for guest tables, while rose gold charger plates
will make a beautiful addition to the top table,
adding an extra touch of elegance to your photos.

Creating Ambience with
Rose Gold Candles and

Accents
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Allow your stylist to incorporate elements from
our Earthy Neutrals range to create a unique
and casual look for each table.
Consider upgrading to real candles for an
authentic feel, or opt for our realistic LED
candles.
Give your top table a distinct look with glass
gold-rimmed charger plates. This adds an
alternative touch to your overall decor.



Our styling store features a variety of brass and
glass items that complement each other
perfectly. 

Regardless of your wedding's colour scheme, we
have a vast selection of items that are sure to
match your floral arrangements. 

Best of all, our timeless collection ensures that
your wedding photos will remain trendy for
years to come.

The One That Doesn’t Age
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

Allow your stylist to incorporate elements from
our Earthy Neutrals range to create a unique
and casual look for each table.
Consider upgrading to real candles for an
authentic feel, or opt for our realistic LED
candles.
Hire in gold cutlery for your top table 
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ETailored and Stylish

Our Stylists Choice collections were
initially crafted for intimate Calico

Barn weddings. We aimed for a more
unique style to match the exquisite

setting for these highly curated events.
Three core concepts were established,

which complement seasonal flowers and
styles.

These collections then evolved to cater
to larger weddings in the Cowshed

Wedding Barn, where the focus was on
customisation. Each table is designed to

be different, featuring unique and
bespoke items to bring the overall

design together. Our collections are
tailored to stand out, setting your

wedding apart from the rest.

With our distinct styles, your wedding
will be truly Instagrammable and

Pinterest-worthy, providing the perfect
backdrop for your special day



EARTHY
NEUTRALS 

Stylists Choice Bespoke Styles



Design Inspiration

A Collection Inspired by the Natural Beauty of
the Ceremony Site

The cliff edges overlooking the beachside
ceremony site served as inspiration for this

collection. It features earthy tones and an
abundance of natural shapes and textures. 

This collection is perfect for intimate
weddings and can be used to enhance the

venue's ambiance. Use our statement vases and
lanterns to create a cohesive ceremony space

that truly stands out.



SCANDI
LIGHT 

Stylists Choice Bespoke Styles



Design Inspiration

Swedish designer, Ernst, have created a
stunning collection of pieces that

beautifully enhance the stone walls of
Calico Barn in this light and airy design. 

Through the use of neutral color
palettes, multiple elements combine in

harmony to produce an elegant and
refined ambiance, perfect for weddings

throughout the year.



ENDLESS
OCEAN

Stylists Choice Bespoke Styles



Design Inspiration

Exciting News! Our 2024 collection will
feature an ocean-inspired design

Our upcoming collection will showcase
an ocean-inspired design that highlights
the cool blues of the sea, the sandy tones

of Druridge Bay, and the golden glints
of the morning sunrises we get here. 

The design is currently under
development, and we can't wait to

unveil it! Stay tuned for more updates.



THE
FESTIVE
ONE

Stylists Choice Bespoke Styles



Design Inspiration

Ultimate glamour and style for winter couples
who are getting married in intimate

ceremonies in Calico Barn during November
and December and want a luxury Christmas

feel.

With a beautifully curated collection from The
White Company, Cox & Cox, Nkuku, Gaia

and Layered Lounge this collection brings the
best of festive home styling and marries it to

your perfect whimsical winter ceremony.

Please note that we have very limited dates for
these more exclusive ceremonies and this

collection is available for Calico Barn only.
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THE PROP SHOP

Have you ever been curious about what lies behind
the fences at The Barn? Well, wonder no more. 

Our styling store and prop shop houses a vast
collection of items such as arches, table plans, easels,

carpet runners, blanket boxes, crates, milk churns
and more. 

All of these items are at your disposal to create the
perfect look for your wedding. Since we are

continuously updating and upgrading our inventory,
we will share with you what is available for your

wedding closer to the date.



LED CANDLES

Experience the realistic glow of our LED candles.

Unlike typical faux candles, our LED candles are made with
TruGlow technology, providing a natural wax candle

appearance with a flickering flame and impressive battery life.
You won't have to worry about them turning off during your

celebrations.

Choose from a variety of collections and shapes, including our
stunning silver and gold ombre candles, which will be a

beautiful addition to your top table.



RUNNERS

Customize your table setting with our collection of
runners. Choose from our popular Rose, Sage, or Blue

runners to match your wedding's colour scheme, or
opt for one of our neutral Sand, Grey, or Creamy

White runners that complement most colours.

For autumnal weddings, we've got you covered with
our lovely Burnt Orange shade that is ever so popular

later in the year.

Our runners are made of cheesecloth material with a
natural crinkle that adds interest and texture to your
table. Lay them flat, knot them at the ends, or weave

them around your table decorations to create a unique
look that perfectly suits your style.

Burnt Orange

STONE GREY

coast blue Sage Green

Sandy bay

Dusty pink



SOME OF THE
OTHER LITTLE,
BUT ESSENTIAL,
BITS

We don’t want you worrying about a thing
on your wedding day so our packages
include set up and take down. Any little bits
that you want to add can be dropped off
and our team will set it up for you and pack
everything back up for collection later.

Florists, cake makers, musicians, fireworks
and other vendors who need acces to site,
pass us their details and we’ll liaise with
them in regards timings, equipment,
evening food, delivery and collection. We’ll
even chase them up for their public liability
certificates to make sure you’re covered in
this respect.

If you want to bring in your own evening
caterer we’ll make sure they know what
facilities are available and speak with them
about where they will be setting up. If you
want to bring in an outside caterer 

Supplier Co-ordination

Evening Vendor Liaison

Set Up and Take Down



After your meal your guests will be invited
to the bar area while our team clear down

your tables and set them up for the evening
with a fresh look including lanterns for a bit

of night time twinkle.

By clearing tables it allows a better guest
experience as they will then start to move

around the venue in the evening and talk to
each other rather than remaining at a

designated table.

On your wedding day there will be at least
one member of the co-ordination team that

you’ve gotten to know present at all times.
We have a pretty amazing ‘on the day’

document  on hand so at all times everyone
is clear on what’s happening when. 

On  The Day Coordination

Room Flips


